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Dear Parents / Carers,
This half term has flown by and I have a feeling that the next one will too! Despite its shortness, and
a lot of illness, the teachers and children have packed in a lot of learning.
We have welcomed Mr Garlinge to Wren Class and had a few new families join us too. I am confident
that with all our children continuing to mix, and the staff able to have some ‘down time’ in the staff
room that the newcomers have been made to feel very welcome and the routines of Wicklewood
Primary School and Nursery are already well established!
The FRIENDS and Governors meet regularly and work closely with the school to ensure that we
continue ‘to be the best we can be’. This half term, staff meetings focused on mathematics and
teachers have reflected on how we can improve our curriculum. To help you to know more about
what your child is learning we have updated the home page on the school website. To find out more
about what your child is learning click on the class name.

Wagtail
The Wagtails have had a busy and fun filled first half term. We have welcomed
more new families to the setting and are pleased to say that the children have
settled in well to their new Nursery. It has been a delight to get to know them
and we look forward to watching them grow and learn together.
There has been lots of activity in the Nursery garden, the children are enjoying riding on the bikes,
demonstrating how their sharing and riding skills are developing, and enjoying instigating their own
games to play together. The children have been discussing the changing environment around them
and have worked together to seek out items and aspects of the garden linked to Winter, inspiring
some beautiful ice pictures.

There has been lots of interest in picnics and food, leading to the children creating their own role
play picnics. This has included the children using their cutting and sticking skills creating shopping
lists and lots of discussions around healthy eating. We really enjoyed planning, making and eating
our sandwiches for snack.
The children have been finding out about Chinese New Year and have enjoyed using their tweezers to
seek out ‘noodles’ in the sand tray, along with lots of role play and of course using chop sticks to eat
noodles for their snack.

The children have continued to enjoy lots of stories and story sacs and can often be seen exploring
these independently and in small adult led groups. ‘The Gruffalo’ continues to be a firm favourite
alongside ‘You Choose’ which always leads to lots of conversations around children expressing their
favourite choices.

Wren Class
Theme
We began the term learning about signs of winter and hibernating animals. We
went on a walk around the school grounds to notice changes between the
seasons. The children did a great job at spotting differences between when it was
Autumn at the start of the school year and now in the midst of winter. The children also enjoyed
creating collage caves for bears to sleep in through the cold winter months.
For the rest of the term, we have been learning about different places around the world. We started
our explorations learning about the Arctic, what it is like to live there and the animals you might see.
We then went on to learn about Antarctica, including the animals that live there. We considered the
similarities and differences between the Arctic and Antarctica. We then moved closer to the equator
and learnt about different rainforests before learning about Africa. We have spent the term looking at
these places on a map and globe and considered their location in relation to where we live. We have
also compared these different places around the world with where we live.
As part of our theme, we have explored
melting ice, been Arctic explorers in our own
tent, played with Arctic small world, painted
penguin pictures, and been inspired by Paul
Klee’s pointillism art to use stickle bricks and
cotton buds to create printed igloo ice blocks
as part of our whole classroom display.

Exploring melting ice

Inside the Arctic Explorer tent

Making penguin pictures

Spotting Arctic animals

Careful penguin painting

Yoga in the Classroom
Some children have asked to do yoga in the classroom, during child-initiated activities. They have
enjoyed choosing different stories from Cosmic Yoga and are showing great yoga skills when following
the moves.

Chinese New Year
The children learnt the story behind Chinese New Year. They also learnt
about some of the traditions and celebrations associated with Chinese New
Year. They enjoyed making Chinese dragon masks and Chinese money
pockets. Some amazing colouring and cutting skills, with lots of care and
concentration going into their work. Mr Garlinge also brought in some
Chinese dragon puppets so the children could perform their own dragon
dances. We also learned about it being the year of the Tiger in Chinese
culture, which led to some enquiry-based sessions about tigers. Making mini
fact books about tigers and some tiger inspired collages.

What else …

Oscar completed extra home learning and
made this wonderful fluffy polar bear.
Look at this fantastic wall that
these boys made to separate two
areas in our classroom. Great
teamwork.

Lots of fun trying to balance the
scales in this penguin weighing
game.

Robin Class

Hello everybody! What a busy half term, it seems to have whizzed by,
but we have still managed to have lots of fun and have done lots of
learning along the way!

Science:
We have enjoyed learning about the 4 seasons – what happens in each one and which months are in
each season. We have also learnt about how we know that the season is changing.
We collected objects and made a tuff tray for each season to help us to think about what they are like.
We also enjoyed playing in the ice as we have had very frosty and icy weather recently, because we
are in winter.

We have also learnt about the weather, what weather we are most
likely to get in each season and the symbols that represent
different weather on forecasts. We role played being weather
forecasters!
We also made our own weather stations and used
this to help us measure the weather, including the rainfall, wind
speed/direction and temperature.
Maths:
We have started to learn about numbers to 50, thinking about how
many tens and ones numbers have in them.
Sienna used a bead string to group 10s and she realised that 5
tens make 50, she showed great knowledge and worked out that 50 is half of 100! Very impressive
Sienna, well done!

Penelope spotted that the bead strings were organised into groups of 10!
We have read, made and drawn numbers up to 50 using lots of practical resources. This has helped us
to become confident with numbers up to 50. We have also practised counting on and back fluently with
numbers up to 50, especially when we do not start at 0/1!

We have developed our use of pictorial drawings in maths, this was especially helpful when we
subtracted crossing 10. We played subtraction splat with tens frames and playdoh balls to help us work
out what to draw then we crossed out and grouped what we had left. Rose is busy concentrating on
her drawing! Using pictorial representations more in maths is helping us to move from using concrete
resources to work things out more mentally, in abstract ways.

Shape/geometry:

Feely bags to describe what the shapes are like and our partner had to guess which shape we had.
3D shape naming and games!

Learning through play – making towers out of different shapes enabled us to explore the properties of
shapes, we discovered that shapes with flat faces were good to stack and other shapes that have

curved surfaces are better to roll. Shapes that had a combination of both (e.g., cylinders) were good at
sliding.
Repeating patterns with shapes.

Shape hunt – Penelope and Milly
found a great sphere!
We sorted shapes based on their properties and what similarities/differences they had.

Geography:
We set up a mini ‘Norfolk’
inside our classroom, we
had a beach (Great
Yarmouth), a forest
(Thetford Forest), a city
(Norwich) and a village
(Wicklewood). Children had
to spot the physical and
human features in these
places and think about how
‘local’ they are to us –
near/far. We also thought
about physical and human
features that we do not
have in Norfolk but that
some places do have e.g.,
mountains.

Rose made a great map showing the human and physical features
near to her – thank you for bringing this in and showing us!

We have developed our map skills in this topic too. We started off looking at the earth, then the
continent that we live in (Europe), the country (England/the UK) and then we zoomed in to the
county/city/town/village/street to give children a sense of where we are on a map!
Robin Class also enjoyed using basic atlases to find places and see what an aerial view would look like!
Robins have proved that they are super geographers!

Swift Class

We have had a very busy half term filled with new learning topics that have helped us further develop
our subject knowledge and practical skills.
Gymnastics
In P.E we have been completing gymnastic and ball sport units of work. It has been a long time since
the children have been able to have gymnastic lessons in school in the hall, so we started by exploring
gymnastic shapes through floorwork on mats. This helped us develop our balance and flexibility. Then
we moved onto creating short sequence of movement incorporating these shapes on various gymnastic
equipment. For many of the children it has been their first time experiencing gymnastic apparatus and
we are looking forward to our TNAG trip to the local gym next half term to be able to use even more
apparatus.

English & History
Our English and history topics have worked in conjunction this half term. We have been developing our
reading skills in whole class reading sessions looking at a fiction book that retells the historical events
of the Great Fire of London. In our history sessions, the children have required to become historians to
unpick our enquiry question ‘How do we know about the Great fire of London?’. In these photos we can
see the children constructing their own timelines and looking at historical sources to find out more
about how and why the fire started.

Art
We have been exploring the artistic medium of collage this half term. We have learnt some new paper
techniques, explored different textures, and applied these skills to create abstract art and images of
the Great Fire of London. We can’t wait to show you our final collages when they are finished!
Mathematics
The children have been introduced to a new mathematical calculation – multiplication! We have
explored this practically creating equal groups and arrays in every way imaginable….

Music
In music we have been exploring pitch with our voices and using the chime bars. We have learnt to
sing action songs and play musical games to help us identify low, middle and high pitches. The children
have been learning how to follow simple music notation and have been able to notate their own short
compositions.
English
We have been writing our own diary entries imagining what it would have been like living through the
Great Fire of London. This has been a great chance to apply our history knowledge through crosscurricular writing.

Greenfinch Class
In Greenfinch class we have had a great first half term of 2022. The
children are learning new skills and knowledge quickly and showing us they
strive to ‘Be the best they can be’.
Art – Cubism
This half term we have focused on the cubist portraits of Pablo Picasso.
The children began by building on their knowledge from Key Stage One, by
drawing self-portraits. They then learnt about how Picasso’s style changed over time and was part of
the creation of Cubism. We explored the main features of cubism and experimented with pencil,
coloured pencils and paint. The children learnt how to mix paint to create a range of tones and applied
all of their skills to their final pieces, their own cubist portrait. I think you will agree they are fabulous!

Music
Mr Bewes has also been using cubist art as inspiration with the children in music. The portrait ‘The
Weeping woman’ by Picasso. The children have been composing their own pieces

P.E. - Gymnastics
Following our Yoga unit in the Autumn term, the children have developed their strength and control
further through gymnastics this half term. Working individually, in pairs and in small collaborative
groups, the children have learnt to refine their body shapes, body tension, balances and rolls. They
worked together to combine all these elements when creating their own sequences, and used practice
and peer-evaluation to perfect their final performances set to music. We are very excited about our
TNAG trip to the local gymnasium next half term where we will be able to develop our skills even further.

Maths
In Maths this half term, we have focused on multiplication and division. We have continued our strong
learning framework of CPA: Concrete – Pictorial – Abstract, enabling the children to deeply understand
the core structure of multiplication and division which then leads in to them using their own pictorial
representations which in turn provides an excellent basis for abstract methods. We have used Unifix
cubes, Base 10, Place value counters, Place value grids and Bar models and the children are becoming
really confident in choosing their preferred, most efficient method when calculating.

We have also been very excited about finding new ways to learn and practise our times tables. This
half term we began ‘Rolling Numbers’ … I’m sure you’ve heard about it at home! Rolling numbers
encourages the children to take part in chants as a whole class with actions, lyrics and musical
rhythms to help aid quick automatic recall. It is SO much fun and the children love showing off their
new skills to the other teachers too. Keep practising at home!

Lapwing Class
In Lapwing Class, we have packed a lot of learning into a short half-term. A
few of our highlights are included below.
Art
We have been getting creative in Art whilst developing our printmaking
skills. We have been transposing our designs using monoprints, press print relief blocks and collagraph
blocks.

Music
In addition to Mr Bewes’ fantastic music lessons on Wednesday afternoons, we have been having
learning to play the ukulele with Ms Viigipuu from the Norfolk Music Service. The children have been
enjoying learning about the ukulele and playing chords as well as the popular ‘this and that’ warm-up
game.

Computing
In Computing we have developed our understanding of how to search effectively for information on the
internet using a search engine. We also had a fun look at finding ‘Easter Eggs’, inside jokes, hidden
messages or secret features in interactive work.
On Safer Internet Day, we explored the risks of sharing videos publicly, privacy settings, what to do if
encountering something online that doesn’t feel right, how our actions affects others and identifying
and resisting pressuring. Parents can find out more at
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/playlikeshare

Geography
In Geography, we have been learning about mountains including where they are located in the world
and the U.K., their features, the different ways they are made and their climate.
We enjoyed making our own contour maps of potatoes!

We are already looking forward to our learning about volcanoes and earthquakes after half term.
Maths
Multiplication and division have been our key focus in maths lessons this half-term including the 3-, 6-,
9- and 7-times tables. Keep practising those times tables at home, little and often is best.
English
We have been enjoying Krindlekrax by Philip Ridley as our main text and using it as a starting point for
persuasive and descriptive writing. We have also started our own writing journals as an opportunity for
independent creative writing.
P.E.
We have developing individual and partner balances and control in performing and landing rotation
jumps in gymnastics. Mrs Thacker has been coaching the children to play netball, passing and moving,
defending and shooting and then developing play using netball rules.

Kestrel Class
Despite a lot of illness, the Kestrels have had a very busy half term.
Writing:
We hit the ground running when we arrived back in January with a review
of SPaG terminology. The Kestrels revised and consolidated their knowledge
and this has had a huge impact in the quality of written work. We applied
these skills throughout this half term, particularly impressing our adults
when writing the conflicts for our own versions of ‘Rainplayer’ - a book inspired by Mayan culture.
PE - Gymnastics:
This has been a big area of focus for us this half term, as we look ahead to our visit to the gymnastics
centre next half term, we have been reviewing the gymnastics skills that we have been learning
throughout our time at Wicklewood. We thought carefully about how we keep ourselves and each other
safe and Mrs. M-D has really appreciated our fantastic teamwork and kindness as we have encouraged
and supported each other in our PE lessons.

Winter Olympics:
As part of our global learning, we have been thinking about the Winter Olympics which are currently
underway in Beijing. The Kestrels have learnt about different athletes, watched highlights from
different events and appreciated the talent and efforts of the sportspeople. We have used the
Olympics to inspire our writing, create commentary and put our STEM knowledge to the test to
create and test different sports.

Computing:
This half term we have been learning about spreadsheets, as well as brushing up on our internet
safety and honing our research skills to investigate the Mayans. We have used purple mash to
create spreadsheets, input formula and process data. This has been a challenging topic for us, but
we have all been able to create spreadsheets that formulate area and perimeter for sheep farming
spaces and are currently working on creating a spreadsheet to calculate date and time since or to an
event!

A spreadsheet created by Harry to count letters
appearing in a text. We were investigating the
most commonly used letter!

A spreadsheet created by Warrick to
calculate the area and perimeter of
sheep farming land, using the length
and width.

A spreadsheet created by Imogen, using
calculations to count days, weeks and
years since birth.

Kingfisher Class
Another half term done- that was a quick one! The class have been working
hard as always and building on their previous learning from earlier in the
year. With exciting trips in the future including today’s one to TNAG for
gymnastics it is a busy time in year 6! Enjoy reading about our learning and
have a restful half-term.

Maths
The whole class have been working so hard on retrieval
this half term and starting each day with a retrieval grid.
This has allowed us to revisit previous topics and use our
sticky knowledge in Maths. The children have enjoyed
recapping topics such as time, shape, angles and
coordinates. Here is an example below:

The class have enjoyed the challenge of our weekly arithmetic tests and been keeping track of their
progress on individual line graphs. We have focused on making progress each week and showing
school values such as ‘SELF-BELIEF’ when approaching tricky questions.
Please have a look at our amazing Maths journaling from this half term. The class seems to love
getting the chance to express all of their Maths knowledge at the moment:

DT
As part of the Year 6 design technology curriculum, the children have to design, make and program
a WeDo lego model using the Chromebooks. After a few focused practical tasks, they were given the
challenge of solving a problem linked to extreme hazardous weather conditions in North America.
Each group then designed and made a vehicle that could be used to, for example, drop supplies to
stranded residents; air lift people to safety or put out wildfires. They then worked together to code
their models so that they could be controlled using Bluetooth signal. The children have loved using
the WeDo lego and every Monday & Tuesday afternoon, the classroom has been a buzzing hive of
excitement as they have successfully programmed their creations, making them do all kinds of
movements and sounds.

Science
The children completed their unit on light this half-term. They learnt about reflection, how we see
things and the human eye. They also conducted mini experiments to see what they could find out
about refraction and had a go at trying to prove that white light is made up of the colours of the
rainbow.

The picture shows a group exploring what
happens when you draw and arrow pointing one
way and they you place it behind a glass of water
to see it change direction before their very eyes.
Isn’t Science fascinating?! Great learning fun was
had by all.

English
This half term, the whole class has been reading a range of texts in whole class reading, which has
resulted in Miss Carr purchasing more books to feed the children’s enthusiasm!
In writing lessons, the children have been investigating spelling rules and patterns; learning about
the use a range of grammar conventions; exploring complex punctuation and completing two pieces
of writing - A news article and a biography of a scientist.

Geography-A Road trip around the USA!
As part of our work in geography this half term we have been studying North America and
specifically the country of USA. The children have enjoyed mapping out all 23 countries and were
amazed at just how many were made up of Caribbean islands. Using atlases and online resources
we have been able to get an understanding as to the sheer scale of the USA compared with the
United Kingdom where we live. Did you know the UK would fit inside Texas alone 2.8 times!
We have been focusing on the population density
and how it is distributed over all the different
States. Please have a look at some of our fantastic
work:

What else…
Art Club
Miss Carr and Mrs Leaford have enjoyed hosting the after-school art club on a Monday. The children
worked hard to design their own birds. We then reproduced these on to paper and decorated them
with oil pastels. The children then drew flowers and leaves.
Together they have been combined to make a lovely window display in the office reception area.
As we decorated the birds, leaves and flowers on both sides it is a pleasure to look at, both from
inside and outside!
Well done Art Club!

PE and school sports!
Year 5 basketball team. We were so impressed with their respectful attitudes, teamwork and
determination. They showed great skill and Amayah was a wonderful team captain! Well done!

You said, we listened…
In the Parent Questionnaire there were a few comments about bullying and, as previously circulated,
the Anti-bullying Policy has therefore been rewritten. Please remember to let me know about any
concerns that you may have about incidents of bullying to ensure that they are fully investigated.
As previously mentioned, there were also comments about how you find out what learning is
happening in your child’s class. We have updated the home page on the website with more detailed
information (http://www.wicklewoodschool.co.uk) and during the next few weeks we will also add
more curriculum / subject overviews.
FRIENDS
This week you have received the Friends Newsletter which gives
loads of information about the fund raising that has already
happened as well as what we have to look forward to. Thanks
again to the Friends committee for all that you do!

Family First Magazine

A new carpet in Robin Class, purchased
by the Friends.

https://issuu.com/sevenstarmedia/docs/ff_issue_9_digital100122
School dates
These can be found on the school website.
http://www.wicklewoodschool.co.uk/school-calendar
Wishing you all an enjoyable half term break. See you on Monday 21 st February!
Kind regards,
Miss Brooks

